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A Higher Standard of Dreaming!
Welcome to the Sleeplab by Celeste Home Fashion! 
Indulge in the ultimate mattress experience…we want you to experience 
sleep like never before.  Lie down, unwind and see how you feel about 
each one of our unique products. Explore each mattress and choose the 
one that most reflects your innermost being…it’s a long term relationship, 
so take your time, relax and take home the beauty of luxurious sleep by 
transforming your bed to the epitome of harmony and peace.



Haute

A top of the line mattress fit for a king. 
With memory foam that shapes itself to the 
curves of your body, it has an added layer 
of micro pocket springs that enhances the 
feeling of luxury. Its dual layer of pocket 
springs and soft fabric envelops you into 
comfort and high-class luxury.

Double the Comfort

Special Features

Dual layer pocket springs

Pocket zoning in accordance with 

body shape for perfect sleep posture

Even weight distribution for active comfort

Superior back support and improves posture

Sinking prevented due to natural bounciness

of latex

Memory foam conforms to the curve of the

spine for customised comfort



Hybrid

This versatile mattress o�ers dual comfort 
with one side being memory foam and the 
other side being the ortho surface, so you 
can choose the comfort your body needs. 
This mattress is the ideal choice for people 
with occasional back issues.

Special Features

Two Sides of Luxury

Dual-feature mattress: memory and 

ortho foam

Pocket zoning in accordance with body 

shape for perfect sleep posture

Even weight distribution for active comfort

Superior back support and improves posture

Memory foam conforming to the curve of 

the spine for customised comfort



COOL GEL

Luxuriously Cool
Hydro Memory

Special Features

If pure comfort is what you are looking for 
then this is the ideal mattress for you. 
Memory foam provides superior comfort 
and infused cool gel beads, with the help 
of zoning grooves, allow air circulation to 
establish optimum temperature, no matter 
how hot or cold it might be.

Memory foam infused with cool gel beads

Airflow technology

Pocket zoning in accordance with body 

shape for perfect sleep posture

Pocket spring structure

Memory foam conforming to the curve of the 

spine for customised comfort



COOL GEL

Hydro

Hydro, made with specially formulated 
foam infused with gel beads, uses Airflow 
technology to facilitate air circulation and 
control temperature throughout your 
sleep. Its cool gel technology dissipates 
excess body heat to provide you a great 
sleep experience throughout the year.

Special Features

Cool gel technology

Airflow technology

Pocket zoning in accordance with body 

shape for perfect sleep posture

Pocket spring structure

Positively Cool



BALL FIBER

Halo

A super soft pocket spring mattress with a 
specialized foam layer, it ensures extra 
comfort and an unmatchable cozy feel. Its 
additional fiber padding evenly blends the 
softness and makes you feel like you are 
sleeping on clouds!

Special Features

Specialized foam layer

Additional fiber padding on top

Pocket spring structure

Super Soft Sleep Experience



A Firm Beginning
Horizon

Special Features

A firm, durable foam layer and pocketed 
coil springs come together to give you the 
ultimate sleep experience that recharges 
you with a good night’s sleep.

Firm foam layer

Pocket spring structure



Heal

Uniquely engineered to create the perfect 
surface for your body, the thick layer of 
specially developed orthopedic contour 
foam with robust springs is responsive to 
your needs. Its push-back system 
distributes weight away from the heaviest 
part of your body and gives targeted 
support to the lumbar region.

Special Features

Robust bonnell spring system

A thick layer of orthopedic contour foam

Posture channels to relieve pressure 

and provide support to lumbar region

Push-back system to evenly distribute weight

A Full Stop to Backaches



Classic Comfort
Harmony

Special Features

Conforming to the natural curve of your 
spine, Harmony is ideal for those looking 
for medium support. The added foam layer 
on a pocket spring structure makes it 
extremely durable and evenly spreads the 
body weight to ensure an ideal sleeping 
posture.

Added foam layer

Pocket spring structure



Hush

With traditional bonnell springs, Hush 
delivers even support to your body for a 
restful sleep. If you are looking for a firm 
mattress, Hush would deliver you the 
perfect level of comfort and support that 
you wish for.

Special Features

Firm support

Bonnell springs

For a Firm Support



Orthopedic Memory Foam Pillow
Memory Ortho Pillow

Providing firm support and pain relief to the 
head, spine, neck and shoulder muscles by 
absorbing pressure, this moulded memory 
foam pillow is ideal for people with frequent 
headaches, migraines, snoring problems and 
sleep apnea.

Microfiber Pillow
Microfiber

Replicating the silky softness of duck-down 
feathers, the super soft microfiber in this 
pillow feels flu�y like down and cushions 
your head for an unmatched sleep.

Memory Classic

This pillow envelops the head in the downy 
softness of microfiber with maximum 
support from the memory foam core for a 
unique sleep experience.

Microfiber and Memory Pillow

Pillow Menu

Ballfiber Pillow
Celeste

This durable ball-fiber pillow is made to 
remain flu�y and retain its shape, while 
providing exceptional comfort and value 
for money.

Contour Pillow

This orthopedic pillow made of special 
corrugated foam helps alleviate neck pains 
by absorbing pressure and aligning to the 
natural contours of the head and neck for 
extra support and better posture.

Orthopedic Foam Pillow

Comfort Pillow

Made with state of the art memory foam 
technology, this pillow retains an impression 
of the user’s body shape to ensure that each 
pillow is customized for added support and 
comfort. 

Standard Memory Foam Pillow



Memory Cool Gel Pillow

This pillow made with a combination of 
memory foam technology and advanced gel 
engineering provides support to the head and 
neck muscles, with the cool gel layer cooling 
and cradling them for a permanent solution to 
tossing, turning and pillow-flipping.

Cool Gel Memory Foam Pillow

Pillow Menu

Latex Pillow

This pillow made from natural rubber latex 
retains its shape for life, while the natural 
properties of latex make it anti-microbial, 
non-allergenic, and resistant to mites, mold 
and bacteria.

Natural Latex Pillow

Latex Neck Support

This moulded pillow made from anti-microbial 
and non-allergenic natural rubber latex retains 
its shape for life, while special grooves 
eliminate neck strain and help channel air 
through the pillow to dissipate moisture for 
maximum comfort. 

Natural latex neck pillow

Accessories

Travel Pillow

Back CareCoccyx Cushion

Comforter

Sleep & Comfort:
The Sleeplab by Celeste Home Fashion is the one-window solution for all 
your comfort needs, with products including comforters, mattress protector, 
travel pillows, foldabed and jainamaz.

Health Care:
For health related issues, the Sleeplab by Celeste Home Fashion provides 
specialized solutions with products like Coccyx cushion, Ring cushion, 
BackCare and Cervical collar.



Sleeplab Technology

Bonnel Coil

Classic and most widely used, knotted round-top hour glass 
shaped steel wire coils.

Latex

Created from a naturally acquired ingredient from the rubber tree, it conforms to 
the body contours to provide bounce and aid blood circulation.

Micro Pocketed

Miniature pressure absorbing pocket springs, for increased comfort and
equal body-weight distribution.

Pocketed

Designed to provide optimum support with motion transfer suppression technology; 
ideal for bed sharers.

Cool Gel

Ventilating cool gel beads regulated body temperature by circulating body heat 
and keeps you cool and sweat free.

Memory Foam

Developed by 1966 by NASA, it’s a low resilience foam that moulds itself to the 
natural contour of the body, providing luxurious support and comfort.

Ball Fiber

The polyester ball fiber is soft and flu�y and does not go out of shape easily. 
It provides support and comfort to alleviate pain from stress or fatigue.

Ortho

A hard cored foam that is specially formulated to provide firm 
support to people with chronic backaches and other related problems.

Pressure

Provides additional support to sore and aching muscles and massages 
the key pressure points to relieve pain and discomfort.

Flip Free

Used from one side only, this mattress requires no flipping or turning.

Dual Sided

A dual function mattress, to be flipped and used to avail either 
of the two features.

Soft Support

For those who like their mattresses soft and sinkable.

Medium Support

For those who like their mattresses soft, but slightly supportive.

ٖFirm Support

For those who like their mattresses hard and firm, providing additional 
support for backaches and other ailments.



Caring for your mattress

It is very important to care for your mattress, after all we spend 1/3 of our life sleeping. 
Regular maintenance and care of your mattress will remove dirt, bacteria, dead cells 
and dampness while ensuring better ventilation, freshness and health so that your 
sleep experience is the best you will ever have. 

Keep your mattress clean. Do not allow your mattress to get wet and protect it from 
water or other liquids. We suggest using a mattress protector. Do not use dry cleaning 
fluid of any type on your mattress as these chemicals could damage the filling, foam 
and upholstery materials.

Regular turning will help the fillings settle and compact down more evenly, although 
there will still be some visible signs of the mattress settling to the contours of your 
body. A flip-free mattress should be rotated.  

Vacuuming is the only recommended cleaning method. If you must clean a stain, use 
mild soap with cold water and apply lightly.

After sales service

Our products come with 12 to 15 year warranty and our customer care service is 
always available to attend to your queries. 

How to choose the right mattress?

Focus on finding a mattress that satisfies your comfort preference first, then your 
quality preference. To do so, always: 

       Shop wearing comfortable shoes and article of clothing that can easily be    
       removed for lying down.

       The Sleeplab provides you the privacy you need to take your time to find your  
       comfort zone as you cannot judge support and comfort by sitting on the edge       
       or lying down for just a few seconds.

       Lie on the mattress in the position you sleep in, and if you sleep with a partner 
       try shopping with them so you can decide together on what mattress satisfies        
       both your comfort needs.

       The ideal mattress o�ers correct support regardless of the comfort level or           
       price. 

       Shop at a store that you know and trust, and that o�ers service you desire.


